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The people of the Pacific known by most as "Polynesians" remain a mystery to scholars and the
public alike as to their origins. While most academics in the fields of archaeology and
anthropology strongly insist that they exclusively came from south east Asia, other researchers,
and the oral traditions of the people themselves often differ with this opinion.The presence of red
hair, called "Ehu" in Hawaii and "Uru Kehu" in some of the ancient and present populations
suggest connections, in the distant past, with sea farers from coastal Peru, especially the
Paracas, to account for this.The famous explorer Thor Heyerdahl was insitent that there were
ancient connections between Peru and the Pacific Islands, and this book attempts to solve this
riddle, without delving into Celtic or other possible European ancestry. Come explore the
possibilities through science, wind directions, sea currents, sculpture, and oral traditions.



Crimson Horizon prey trailer

Lost Ancient Technology Of Peru And Bolivia, Aftershock: The Ancient Cataclysm That Erased
Human History, Lost Ancient Technology Of Egypt, Elongated Skulls Of Peru And Bolivia: The
Path Of Viracocha, Lost Ancient Technology Of Egypt: Volume 2, Akhenaten: The Heretic
Pharaoh, Nazca: Decoding The Riddle Of The Lines, Easter Island: Guide For Inquisitive Minds,
Baalbek Lebanon: Megaliths Of The Gods, Lost Ancient Technology Of Peru And Bolivia Volume
2, Puma Punku And Tiwanaku: Strangest Ancient Site On Earth?, Eyewitness to the Gods: What
I Kept Secret for Decades, Exogenesis: Hybrid Humans: A Scientific History of Extraterrestrial
Genetic Manipulation, Before Atlantis: New Evidence of a Previous Technological Civilization,
Mysteries of Ancient America: Uncovering the Forbidden, Mystery Of The Maya: Why The World
Did Not End In 2012, Samaipata: Bolivia's Megalithic Mountain, Unexplained Mysteries: Ancient
Aliens Or Lost Technology?: The Missing Tech Behind The World’s Greatest Structures (UFOs,
ETs, and Ancient Engineers Book 1)



Lizardhaven, “No One Knows who the Sea People Tht Ramses III defeated were-Except Brian.
Now You can know Too. CRIMSON HORIZONThis book was a surprise-thought mentioning the
'sea people' who Ramses III defeated, with no other comments, is common. Or occasionally
speculating who the heck the sea people were, but not with any real concern or belief we will
ever know.By the way the subtitle is: THE ANCIENT RED HAIRED SEA KINGS OF THE
PACIFIC'. While I too have an interest in-genetics again-the red haired GIANTS that I believe ran
the world for at least one of the Mayan worlds. It never occurred to me that the two groups, sea
people and red haired giants or those with red hair of a wide range of human sizes, were the
same group. I may have first thought that Brien had been a bit off on this one, I now believe that
you might as well bet on Brien because he does not publish books without having something
important to say.Although he did not say in the book, what I realized, last year (in case anyone
ever wants to decide who get the credit for this one), that one of those little 6 inch mummies
found in the Atacama desert has blond hair and therefore qualifies as a red haired giant or sea
people sub category. And if anyone wants to know why a blond haired tiny cute mummy is
actually red haired, you can find out by reading this book. Saved me a bit of work too, though
remember that I am population genetics and not test tube and math genetics, and there being
only 2 or maybe three Atacama desert 6 inch mummies, it did not occur to me that they could be
sea kings.And not only do these Pacific Islanders have or are covering up red hair, but that they
are doing it with a different red hair gene!And there is a photo is on of a very alive red haired
person Brian found on the root island where some pure lineage of people existed, and went out
and found one. If I had stumbled across someone who was from a rare ancient I might have
understood why that was important. But Brien figured out where to look for what is part of the
proof of something important, and there it was.Brian mentions the fact that in China any red
haired mummies are put in the back room lest anyone mistake them for being Chinese. i can
vouch for this sort of attitude. When my mother married well and traveled the world, they were at
the great wall of china when a group of school kids about 5 arrived there and began to have
screaming fits at seeing a person with red hair-and I can vouch that it was her natural color!
Their teacher had to calm them down and they all felt hair to make sure she was not a devil.The
information that is in this book is not found anywhere else. There are no other researchers who
even figured out that this information was available to know. If you have any interest in red hair or
sea kings or the wild mish mash of Polynesian DNA, this is the book you have to get because
there is no other person who even suspected there was a remaining pure line of red haired
ancestors of ancient sea kings to be found.”

Mario Moreno, “Another excellent, well researched book from a great author. Some people go on
the internet and compile all the known facts and call it a book. Brien Foerster is the opposite of
that. He actually goes to these places and talks to the native peoples. He doesn't accept the



cover story. He consults people that are still familiar with the oral traditions. You have to respect
that he goes to these places and does ACTUAL research. Buy the book and learn that most of
what you think you know about these people is WRONG!”

Daniel Martin Sweeney, “The text and photographs are black and white but if you are looking for
content you will like this book. Brien respects the subject matter and the reader's intelligence.
This book is a prime example. He presents the evidence and if there is speculation he will say it's
speculation. The text and photographs are black and white but if you are looking for content you
will like this book. Some room for notes in the margins if you ever get a chance to visit these
places.”

bouncingladybug, “Great Book. Brien does a great job of investigating and documenting his
finds.  He is very knowledgeable and his writings are easy to read.”

Jim Sommerville, “Five Stars. Love it”

Jeffery, “Researchers are making wonderous Discovery.. Earth as we have been taught is wrong.”

Dr. Dave, “Deep Insights. Brien Foerster has done it again. He has pulled together facts and
ideas to give a model for the ancients.”

Grey Wolf, “A fascinating tour-de-force. This is a fascinating tour-de-force by Brien Foerster on
ground he is at home with - the ancient cultures of the Pacific Ocean. He takes in the entire
gamut from the Peruvian coast, via Easter Island, Tahiti etc to New Zealand, looking at the
ancient remains, the oldest versions of foundation myths, and the genetic survival of a trait of red
hair (the 'crimson' in the title). It is written very much as an exploration into the past, a journey of
discovery, and while it presents possibilities it does not preach a definite version of the past, only
one that the evidence may stack up to.”

The book by Brien Foerster has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 18 people have provided feedback.
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